
Sleep Rooms 

Sleep is often the forgotten pillar of wellness, and Ellerman House wants to change that. We want our guests 
to not only feel happy and healthy, but also relaxed and well-rested during their stay. 

We see sleep as the foundation and fundamental building blocks of all wellbeing programmes. As humans, 
all of our physiological recovery takes place when we sleep. Our muscular growth and repair as well as all of 
our consolidation of memory. At Ellerman House we believe when we enhance the depth and quality of our 
guests’ sleep, we genuinely enhance the memories of their time with us. 

We know that over 40% of adults do not get the minimum recommended amount of sleep, so we have 
developed a globally unique sleep ritual that is scientifically designed to help the body naturally produce 
melatonin, the body’s natural sleep hormone.  

We have specially designed wellness rooms to optimise both sleep and recovery, and we are proud to say 
these are the first of their kind in the whole of Africa!  

We optimised the experience in our Sleep Rooms by removing all electronic distractions from the room while 
creating a space to restore, recover and regenerate. Guests will be welcomed with a unique Sleep Pack, 
including everything from Lemon Verbena & Argan Oil Bath Salts and sleep-enhancing Stillness Body Butter, to 
Lavender & Neroli Pillow and Linen Mist, comforting eye masks and CBD Chamomile tea. The Wellness team 
will guide guests through Ellerman House’s Signature Sleep Ritual.  

The idea is for the guests to take this experience home with them and empower them for the rest of their lives. 
Adopting the Ellerman House Sleep Ritual promotes the parasympathetic nervous system, reduces 
inflammation, manages stress and improves mental focus. 

Sleep well at Ellerman House in 2020 

- All 13 bedrooms at Ellerman House can be converted into sleep rooms at a premium.
- All electronics will be removed from the rooms.
- Guests will be asked to lock away their devices at night and in order remove any blue light from the

rooms.
- Each room will be equipped with an air purifier.
- Each sleep room will include a sleep pack to assist with the Ellerman House Signature Sleep Ritual.
- Each guest will spend sufficient time with a member of our wellness team going through our

Signature Ellerman Sleep Ritual and Sleep Pack.

Rates 

* Rates are commissionable and STO rates apply; please state Sleep Room at time of booking




